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Abstract
The problem of free will and pre-ordained sustenance presents one of the various dimensions of the problem of free
will and predestination identified by Muslims and orientalists both with respect to Islam. Present study argues that
the problem arises from un-Qurānic concept of Allah’s Bounty, His Will and Pleasure. Allah approves at present
the measure of sustenance for each individual according to His Absolute Knowledge and Wisdom. Qurān says: He
straitens the provisions for some, He amplifies for some, and He gives Provisions without measure for whom He
please. Therefore pre-ordaining of sustenance as wrongly supposed in the dilemma does not mean that it has been
preordained as to its measure from the creation of the universe or from the birth of the individual.

The problem of freewill and predestination in Islam has been identified both by the Orientalists as well as the
Muslims. W. Montgomery Watt,1 (1909–2006) in his Freewill and Predestination in Early Islam, and in The
Formative Period of Islamic Thought, identifies various aspects of this problem. 2 The writings of Harry
AustrynWolfson (1887-1974)3on the problems of Muslim theology reflect vastness of his learning. He, in his The
Philosophy of the Kalam, mostly discusses the problem of Freedom and Predestination with reference to Divine
Power. He cites in great detail the views of the Muslim theologians and their formulations of the theories of
acquisition. He, however, does not miss to identify aspects of the problem of predestination other than those based
on the concept of Divine Power. He states these problems in the form of antinomies. He does not miss to identify the
antinomy that arises for human freedom by believing in pre-ordained sustenance. 4 Franz Rosenthal, in his
Knowledge Triumphant: The Concept of Knowledge in Medieval Islam, discusses different definitions of
knowledge including views of Muslim theologians about God’s Knowledge. Dilating upon the implications of the
view that takes God’s Knowledge to be eternal he identifies the problem of the incompatibility of Omniscience with
human freedom in Islam.5Allama Mohammad Iqbal (1877-1938), who is an eminent Muslim thinker of the modern
era, discusses the problem of freewill and predestination in the perspective of Divine Omniscience.However he
discusses it only with reference to its implications for Freedom of God and develops his own philosophical concept
of Omniscience.6
Syed AbulA’laMoududi (1903-1979)7 identifies the problems that arise for human free will with reference to its
compatibility with Omniscience, Omnipotence, and Eternal Will but observes that the Qurān does not discuss these
problems in their metaphysical aspect because of man’s inability to understand them.8 Dr. Abdul Khaliq,9 in his
Problems of Muslim Theology while discussing the problem of Determinism and Human Freedom, mostly
concentrates on the implications of the concept of Divine All-Powerfulness on free human actions and does not
address to the problem that arises for Human Free will from any interpretation of the concept of pre-ordained
sustinence.10 The same is the case with Professor M. Saeed Sheikh (d. 2003).11 His ultimate focus in his article,
“Freedom and Fatalism in Islam”,12 is to examine and explain the following three Arabic terms: ‘Qadar’, ‘Taqdīr’,
and ‘Hādith’. This essay is primarily an analysis of some of the statements of the renowned Western scholars with
regard to freedom and fatalism in Islam. However, he nowhere finds an occasion even to identify the problem under
discussion. Dr. HanifīOzcan in his article “The Relationship between God’s Knowledge and Human Freedom: A
New Approach to the Problem.” discusses the problem only in the context of the statement that “Knowledge (‘ilm)
depends upon the known (ma’lüm).13
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The The problem that arises from the belief in preordained sustenance mostly has not attracted the attention of those
who have worked on freewill and predestination. Encyclopedia of the Qurān just gives stray reference but does not
very clearly identify the problem under discussion.14
Preordained sustenance (rizq) is a principle taught in the Qurān. Its antinomy with free will, as stated by Wolfson, is
as follows:
“Given free will, a thief who steels for a living, acts of his own free will and his sustenance therefore is not
pre-ordained by Allah. But given pre-ordained sustenance, the sustenance which comes from stealing must
be pre-ordained by Allah.”15
In order to examine the dilemma we need to understand the Qurānic concept of “pre-ordained sustenance” and
Qurānic concept of “earning” this sustenance. Qurān says: And there is no animal in the earth but on Allah is the
sustenance of it, and He knows its resting place.16
1. It is in the sense of its being on Allah, that the sustenance for every living being in the earth is pre-ordained.
However, as for the human beings are concerned, the measure of sustenance for every individual is not same:
And Allah has made some of you excel others in sustenance.17 Allah approves at present the measure of
sustenance for each individual according to His Absolute Knowledge and Wisdom. Qurān says:He straitens
the provisions for some, He amplifies for some, and He gives Provisions without measure for whom He
please.18 Therefore pre-ordaining of sustenance as wrongly supposed in the dilemma does not mean that it has
been preordained as to its measure from the creation of the universe or from the birth of the individual. In all
these antinomies the false concept of a God who cannot act in the present is pre-supposed.
2. As for the earning of this provision is concerned, Allah decrees the servants to seek Allah’s bounty (faḍal) in
earning sustenance. Only he who observes the limits prescribed by Allah in earning the provisions ordained for
Him, seeks Allah’s bounty (faḍal). One who does not observe these limits does not seek Allah’s bounty
(faḍal).19
3. No one can earn more, by any machinations on his part, than what Allah has ordained for him, for:And there is
no animal in the earth but on Allah is the sustenance of it....20; also: only Allah knows what a soul will earn on
the morrow.21
4. One who earns something by means of theft, is the one who does not observe the limits prescribed by Allah, so
whatever he gets is not Allah’s bounty (faḍal). Since Allah possesses Power over all things, it isby Allah’s
Will(mashiyat) that the thief, even in spite of choosing the wrong course, gets the sustenance which is ordained
for him. Whatever a thief earns is out of that sustenance which is on Allah to provide him22 and which has
already been ordained for him.23 So far as human action is concerned there are always two lines of action open
to him: a right line of action (i.e., the way of the righteous) and a wrong line of action (i.e., to follow ones
desires), and it is man who is to freely choose one of them. A thief chooses the wrong line of action.
Examples help in understanding things. A person presented some quantity of rice to his sufi mentor. The mentor
asked one of his disciples to put this rice into 5 kg bags. The mentor also told him to whom these were to be given.
Concerning one of the beneficiaries the mentor gave a special direction. “Mr. ABC will be given two bags of 5 kg
each. But if he takes one on his own, then he will be given just one.” Mr. ABC comes to the mentor’s abode. He goes
towards the cooking area and sees bags of rice. Thinking that he is not going to be given rice bag by the
mentor,makes a plan. Finds a bigflower-pot (gamla), empties it and prepares it for filling with soil. Takes it towards
the cooking area and thinking that he is not being seen, puts a bag of rice in it and covers it with soil. Fastening it on
the carrier of his bicycle he takes it outside the mentor’s abode on the pretext that he is going to bring a plant from
the nursery. When he comes the next day with a plant in the gamla, the worthy disciple of the mentor gives him one
bag of rice. Mr. ABC keeps on considering that he acquired 10kg of rice by his own planning, whereas it had already
been ordained that he would be given the same quantity.
Thus the antinomy is formulated on the wrong concept of the pre-ordaining of sustenance. According to Islamic
religious teachings the concept of pre-ordained sustenance and human freedom never confront eachother.
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